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• A sentence is a group of words that tells or asks 
something. It stands for a complete thought. 

EXAMPLES: Friends play. Cars go fast. 

• Write yes if the group of words is a sentence. 
Write no if the group of words is not a sentence. 

1. no A long time ago. 

2. The class went to the park. 

3. Near the tree. 

4. Ten children played. 

5. Maria hit the ball. 

6. A dog chased the ball. 

7. Bill and Tom. 

• Read the sentences. Then fill in the blanks to 
make another sentence of your own. 

1. Jan lost a new red shoe. 

Jan played a game 
2. The sun was too hot for us. 

The sun 
3. Some people sang songs. 
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Lesson 
21 

• Draw lines between the groups of words to make 
sentences. Then read the sentences. 

1. Mrs. Sing live in our building. 
2. Our building is made of wood. 
3. Four families lives on my street. 

4. Our school was climbing the tree. 
5. Jennifer went on a picnic. 
6. The sun shone all day. 

7. Corn and beans fed the baby goat. 
8. The wagon has a broken wheel. 
9. The mother goat grow on a farm. 

10. The boat sailed in strong winds. 
11. The fisher were sold in the store. 
12. Some of the fish caught seven fish. 

• Write a sentence about your birthday. 

• Write a sentence about your house or apartment. 
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Lesson 
22 

• Words in a sentence must be in an order that makes 
sense. 

EXAMPLES: Grandpa plays baseball. 
My sister writes stories. 

• Write these words in an order that makes sense. 

1. brother My apples eats 

My brother eats apples. 
2. drinks Elizabeth milk 

3. butter peanut Karla likes 

4. Justin bread wants 

5. corn plants Chris 

6. a fish Chang caught 

7. breakfast cooks Dad 

8. his shares Shawn lunch 

9. the Erica grew carrot 
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Lesson 
23 

• Sentences with not are called negative sentences. 
They tell about something that does not happen or 
is not true. 

EXAMPLES: Grandpa does not play baseball. 
Samantha cannot ride a bike. 

• Circle the number of each negative sentence. Underline 
the word not. 

1. John does not have a pet. 

2. He has asked his mother for a dog. 

3. John's mother will not let him have a dog. 

4. John cannot get the pet he wants. 

5. His mother may let him have a hamster. 

6. Hamsters do not need to be walked. 

• Rewrite each of the telling sentences as a negative sentence. 

1. I can find my key. 

2. Stan will go to school today. 

3. Kirin will bring his friend. 

4. They have finished their homework. 
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• A telling sentence is a group of words that tells 
something. 

EXAMPLES: I fed my pony. 
Ponies like to run and play. 

• Write telling on the line before the group of words 
if it is a telling sentence. Leave the line blank if 
it is not a sentence. 

__._± ..... e'"'"'ll..._i_._.n ..... 91---- 1. Josh loves his pony. 

-------- 2. His name is Zip. 

3. Fast horses. 

4. He eats apples. --------
5. Over the hill. --------

6. Zip runs to Josh. 

• Copy the telling sentences above. 
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• An asking sentence is a group of words that asks a 
question. You can answer an asking sentence. 

EXAMPLES: How old are you? Where do you live? 

• Write asking on the line before the group of words 
if it is an asking sentence. Leave the line blank if 
the group of words is not a sentence. 

____ 1. Is this your friend? 

2. Where does she live? 

3. She in town? 

4. How was school today? --------

5. Music and art? --------

-------- 6. Do you want a snack? 

-------- 7. Where are the apples? 

• Copy the asking sentences above. 
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Lesson 
26 

• A sentence that shows strong feelings or surprise is 
called an exclamation. Use an exclamation point (!) 
at the end of these sentences. 

EXAMPLE: What a fast ride that was! 

• Write an X on the line before the group of words 
if it is an exclaiming sentence. Leave the line blank 
if the group of words is not a sentence. 

1. What a lovely day it is! 

2. Apple pie is my favourite dessert! --
3. Hates snow! 

4. How high the roller coaster goes! --

-- 5. Afraid of heights! 

6. My pet snake has escaped! 

7. That carpet is moving! --

• Copy the sentences above that show strong feelings or surprise. 
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• Circle the number of each telling sentence. 
Put an X on the number of each asking sentence. 
Underline the number of each exclaiming sentence. 

1. I see a kite. 

2. Is it for me? 

3. What a nice surprise this is! 

4. How easily it soars up to the sky! 

5. Can I hold the string? 

6. I can run fast. 

7. I did not see that pole. 

8. That pole really hurt my head! 

9. Did you catch the kite string? 

1 O. I am so glad the kite did not fly away! 
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Lesson 
28 

• The naming part of a sentence tells who or what the 
sentence is about. 

EXAMPLES: Three mice run away. The cat plays 
with a ball. 

• Read the sentences. Then write the answer to the question. 

1. jean played in the park. 

Who did something? ____________________ _ 
2. Sammy Doh brought the paper. 

Who did something? ____________________ _ 
3. Some children planted a garden. 

Who did something? ---------------------
4. Ms. Clark washed her windows. 

• Circle the naming part of each sentence. 

1. (My family and) live on a busy street. 

2. Sarah Harper found a bird. 

3. Ms. Jenkins drives very slowly. 

4. Mr. Olson walks his dog. 

5. Henry throws to his dog. 

6. Mr. Byrne cuts his grass. 
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Lesson 
29 

• The action part of a sentence tells what someone or 
something does. 

EXAMPLES: Three mice run away. The cat plays 
with a ball. 

• Read the sentences. Then write the answers to the questions. 

1. Amy found a puppy. 

What did Amy do? ____________________ _ 
2. The puppy ate some food. 

What did the puppy do..:...? ________________ _ 
3. The puppy played with Amy. 

What did the puppy do_? ________________ _ 
4. Amy named the puppy Skip. 

What did Amy do? ____________________ _ 

• Circle the action part of each sentence. 

1. My family and (live on a busy streep. 

2. Sarah Harper found a bird. 

3. Ms. Jenkins drives very slowly. 

4. Mr. Olson walks his dog. 

5. Henry throws to his dog. 

6. Mr. Byrne cuts his grass. 
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Lesson 
30 

• Choose a naming part to complete each sentence. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Lions Birds A pig A cat My dog Zebras 

Lions 

--------

roar loudly. 

have black and white stripes. 

rolls in the mud. 

plays with a ball of yarn. 

chews its new bone. 

fly in the sky. 

• Choose an action part to complete each sentence. 

barks buzz fly hops moo quack 

1. Robins and blackbirds fly 
2. Yellow bees 

3. My little dog 

4. Mother Duck and her babies 

5. A rabbit with big feet 

6. All the cows on the farm 

• Write a sentence about an animal that you like. 
Circle the naming part. Underline the action part. 
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• Combine two short sentences that closely share an 
idea to make one sentence. Use a comma {,) with 
one of the connecting words or, and, or but. 

EXAMPLES: 
You can go now. You can go now, or you 
You can go later. can go later. 
The rain is gone. The rain is gone, and 
The sky is blue. the sky is blue. 
Babies can't talk. --- Babies can't talk, but 
They can cry. they can cry. 

• Add a comma plus the connecting word in brackets to 
join the sentences. 

1. Jim caught the ball. He threw it back. (and) 

Jim caught the ball 
-+-- _ __;O..._.OL.l..>od...__ __ and he threw it back. 

2. Matt likes pizza. He hates pepperoni. (but) 

Matt likes pizza -- ------ he hates pepperoni. 

3. You can have a cookie. You can have cake. (or) 

You can have a cookie -- you can have cake. ------

4. Selim told a joke. Marcus laughed. (and) 

Selim told a joke -- ------ Marcus laughed. 

5. Sue lost her bag. Mary found it. (but) 

Sue lost her bag -- ------ Mary found it. 
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• Write S if the group of words is a sentence. Write N if 
the group of words is not a sentence. 

1. A lizard. --

2. Reptiles are cold-blooded. --

-- 3. Snakes do not have eyelids. 

4. Found in warm places. --

• Draw lines between the groups of words to make 
sentences. 

1. Keegan and Amina teaches them how to play. 
2. The big game is Saturday night. 
3. Their coach play on the same team. 
4. The phone is calling from Toronto. 
5. Our uncle rush to answer it. 
6. Marta and Matt rings. 

• Write the words in an order that makes sense. 

1. I broccoli like do not 

2. together our bikes We ride 

3. I not will book lose my 

4. we climb Sometimes trees 
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• Write T for a telling sentence. Write A for an asking sentence. 
Write E for an exclaiming sentence. 

1. Did you go to the store? 

2. What did you buy? 

3. I will buy a card for Dad. 

4. What a nice present for Mom! 

5. These eggs smell rotten! 

6. Grandma needs some rice. 

7. Aunt Julia wants some milk. 

8. Where is the fish? 

9. I hope I can carry everything. 

10. The bag is broken! 

• Complete the sentences. Choose the naming part or 
the action part that is needed. 

Many children 
are good friends 

Mandy 
walks his dog 

1. do chores after school. 

3. cleans her room. 

4. Jeff 
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• Read the paragraph. Then read the pairs of 
sentences. Circle the asking sentence. 
Copy each asking sentence. 

Jenna's class is having a special day. 
Jenna is asking a friend to come to school. 
The friend will tell about her job. Jenna must 
write some asking sentences for her friend. 

1. What is your job? 
I would like to fly an airplane, too. 

2. Some children take a train. 
Why do you fly an airplane? 

3. Are you scared in the air? 
I like to eat the food in an airplane. 

4. Grandpa can meet me at the airport. 
Do people have fun on an airplane? 

5. How old must you be to fly an airplane? 
The airport looks busy. 

6. Some other people help on the airplane. 
Do you meet any important people? 
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• Make sentences. that tell what the class learned 
about flying an airplane. Draw a line from a 
naming part to an action part. Be sure the 
sentences make sense. 

Naming Part Action Part 
1. A big airport are very big. 
2. Many airplanes flies the airplane. 
3. The people on airplanes is a busy place. 
4. A pilot wear seat belts. 
5. Many airport workers work very hard. 

• Make one sentence by writing the two short sentences 
before and after the connecting words. 

1. A pilot came to visit. Jenna asked her questions. 

,and 
2. I like to fly. I am afraid. 

, but 
3. I can take a train. I can go by bus. 

, or 
4. I may be a pilot. I may be a doctor. 

, or 
5. Jane's airplane was full. Roman's was empty. 

, but 
6. I wore a seatbelt. Max did, too. 

,and 
7. Our airplane was big. Mario's was bigger. 

, but 
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Sentences • Write yes if the group of words is a sentence. 
Write no if the group of words is not a sentence. 

____ 1. Look at the plants. 4. Came from the sky. 

---- 2. Six tiny beans. ---- 5. The plants will grow. 

6. The sunshine will. ----3. It is raining. ----

Sentence Order • Write these words in an order that 
makes sense. 

1. was table Milk the on 

2. from Butter comes milk 

3. Cheese milk also comes from 

4. Joanna to drink like does not milk 

5. spilled his milk Brad 

Telling, Asking, or Exclaiming Sentences • Write T for telling sentences. 
Write A for asking sentences. Write E for exclaiming sentences. 

1. Is Mom home from work? -- 5. He went to the library. --

6. Why did he go to the --2. She has to work late. --

3. What a clean room! -- library? 

4. Where did Dad go? -- 7. He wants to check out a --
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Naming Part of Sentences • Choose a naming part to 
complete each sentence. 

Phillip My family Katie and Kathy 

1. 

2. 

works together to clean the house. 

dusts the bookshelves in his room. ----------------
3. 

Action Part of Sentences • Choose an action part to 
complete each sentence. 

smells sour tastes sweet feels rough 

1. The orange 

2. A lemon 

3. The sandpaper 

Sentence Parts • Circle the naming part of each sentence. 
Draw a line under the action part of each sentence. 

1. Our class surprised Miss Muller. 
2. All the children brought flowers. 
3. Sarah and Shawn put them in a glass. 

Combining Sentences • Use a comma plus the joining word in ( ) 
to join the two sentences into one sentence. 
1. Sher's hat is blue. Her coat is red. (and) 

Sher's hat is blue her coat is red. --
2. The sun is hot. The wind is cold. (but) 

The sun is hot the wind is cold. --
3. We can go now. We can go later. (or) 

We can go now -- ------ we can go later. 
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